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FREE WRITING ABOUT IMAGERY ENABLES THE READER 
TO FORM SPECIFIC IMAGERY IN THEIR MIND 

 I am the student and will use my free writing as a source for your 

mind's imagery.     

Preface 

 Going to class writing suggestopedia love in the afternoon and no 

twinkles for me what did you say? I ran out to the end of the pier the water 

was too cold in Maine and the sky blew out its red cheeks while I sat and 

painted innards of speculation no no this is not not true anything I write is 

true oh yes it is as I am the truth teller though what I say is unfamiliar to most 

because yellow eyes are brighter than the sun hey there hold my hand i love 

you mucho no I am not away I am here never lost as I am where I am ok then 

blue and indigo are different but night and day are the same it is only our 

perception of darkness and light while the sun laughs at us and the idea of 

time spins into our manufactured galaxy stars planets windless there is no 

such thing as a void no it is all molecular and we are a congregation of 



molecules to laugh and love you and I yes we two onward and onward world 

without end. Ok it's five minutes, yes? I am waiting for the "stop." Here it 

comes any second now hey Elizabeth speak it speak it...it must have been a 

minute since you said one more minute but it's hot in here    WONDERFUL!! 

 I love free writing..I can spill it all out as it comes to me...it's like 

painting the colors flow into words and letters and love tumbles through my 

thoughts as I beam my spirit outward into the sun-filled spaces of my heart. 

 Concept construct 

 a. It's unnecessary to use realistic descriptions to create a clear image in 

the reader's  mind. The reader can infer what the image might be from the 

context of the topic and the reader's own experience.  But is it o.k. to use 

realistic images if the writer wants to? 

 b. It's OK to leap about from image to image without connecting them 

in context. There is an effect transmitted to the reader. Nothing has to be 

literal for a reader's word painting to occur. I think you can do this because 

you are a skilled writer in English.  I think this is hard for a NNS?  (same 

thought for ‘c’—we can change voice, tense, mood because we are in control 

of the language.  What do you think?    



 c. It's OK to change the voice, tense, or mood in free writing; eg., from 

first to third person; from active to passive; from present to past.   

 Step into my garden with the yellowness of bloom on a red and golden 

autumn day here in the new england autumn do not laugh too loud or you'll 

wake the grass trying to go to sleep as winter comes in but no snow yet oh no 

and the cars stop and go and I wave flags of all nations here at SIT this is my 

point it's not necessary to join the crowd that crowd over there packed to the 

street widths and lengths not at the Mall in DC but outside my bedroom with 

the blueness overhead and the moon to come it's not rising yet but the sun 

will yield and purple edged gold climbs upward to lie in wait to hold the orb 

in hand just like that red frisbee your dog caught last yesterday don't worry 

the moon is white now and will illuminate our beech tree in its yet greening 

golden dropping leaves onto tarmac lying under a fallen raptor. He fell and 

died or died and fell I cannot say and his head is unmarked as all of him is 

unmarked but round and feathered in his recent death like a carving on the 

red patio he lies in grey and brown and mottled silver and sadness in my heart 

as I put him over the bank to nestle with the umber leaves of the week. 

Rustling now and black brown chipmunks under the moon coming up over 

there see it...it's not going to run away until you stop looking. Don't sing don't 



dance just watch. In a minute the moon wil unburden you of all that weight 

and you will fly to Mars without Tesla and Musk and all the president's men 

and women just like Yoda you will never try but always do and here it comes 

now in brilliance and glistening silver and yellow and making that sky release 

its blackness oh yes that color waves in veils across your face now pale and 

brilliant at the same time but not blue no not blue that's for the sky it knows 

what palette to put in front of us always knowing never too gray but just 

enough to shoot us with laughter.  Great images;  I’m exhausted!  You are a 

talented writer.  Could your students do this? 

 My lesson with refugees would start with asking them to select an 

object, not an idea, to start free writing descriptively. I’ve done writing 

process lessons based on students choosing an object that is important to 

them.  It’s very powerful and it’s easy to follow the steps in the process that 

Arline listed with an object as the topic.  If ideas come into their heads, that's 

fine, just so the ideas are not the source of the topic. The concreteness of the 

object will provide a start to the growth of their writing, inevitably proving 

that words can create an image in the reader's mind. The image need not be a 

singular one. It could be an incomplete jumble of visuals: pieces of things; 

parts of images. It cannot fail if the teacher provides scaffolding appropriate 



for the age and skill level of the writer. It could be as simple as a ball with the 

beginner writing: "blue round bounce hand."  How would you get from this 

to a sentence, paragraph.  What would be the teacher’s role/the peer’s role? 

 Let them share their writing by reading aloud and listening. Do you see 

this part as a partner activity or would you do the 2 line activity? The actual 

writing is as individual as is each person. After free writing, I would help 

them learn about beginnings and middles and ends; how to organize their 

writing that way without involving grammar. Then, according to their level, I 

would introduce grammar, syntax, etc.  I really like that the writing process 

allows freedom, but, if you keep the Raimes’ chart in mind, the teacher can 

make sure the other aspects are included.  

 As they learn language in this way, they will experience a feeling of 

accomplishment and joy. It certainly sounds like you did!  And I think your 

students will too.  Don’t forget the pair/partner sharing and the peer editing 

which I think is an important part of getting to the finished product.  Once 

students learn a few key symbols, they can edit each other’s work at least at a 

basic level and thus learn more about English writing basics from reading and 

commenting on someone else’s work.  Also, don’t forget some kind of 

‘publishing’ where students can be proud of their work.  



And don’t forget references. 

Thanks for a fun paper to read! 

Elizabeth 

 


